New Sheriff

Kevin McConville (center), a Haldane High School graduate and Philipstown resident, was sworn in as the Putnam County sheriff on Dec. 30 by the county clerk on the steps of the historic courthouse in Carmel. He is shown with the six captains whom he appointed as his command staff. See Page 6. Photos by William Gouldman

Problems Plague New Central Hudson System

Kimberly Sauer says she was home for less than half of last month and her smart thermometer showed that the heat operated for about 13 minutes each day during what was an unusually warm December.

So, the Beacon resident was shocked when Central Hudson billed her for 10 times the amount of gas she uses on average throughout the year.

“December is, allegedly, an actual reading, but I don’t see how that is possible,” said Sauer on Monday (Jan. 3).

She is not the only Central Hudson customer surprised by large, delayed bills.

Hospitals See Influx of COVID-19 Patients

The resurgence of admissions to local hospitals began in late summer with the Delta variant of the virus that causes COVID-19 but has accelerated in the last month as the highly infectious Omicron has become the dominant variant.

NewYork-Presbyterian Hudson Valley Hospital in Cortlandt Manor had 42 COVID-19 patients on Wednesday (Jan. 5), nearly five times the number on Dec. 18. Three of the 42 were on ventilators, according to state data, and 28 were age 55 or older.

Putnam Hospital Center in Carmel is facing a similar influx. The hospital’s case-load of 29 COVID-19 patients on Monday was more than four times what it had on Dec. 12. Twenty-three of those patients were 55 or older, and four were on ventilators.

Across the Hudson River from Beacon, Montefiore St. Luke’s Cornwall Hospital in the City of Newburgh reported 86 patients with COVID-19 on Wednesday, including 10 on ventilators. Since Dec. 26, the hospital has admitted at least 10 new COVID-19 patients each day.

Dr. Mark Hirko is president of Putnam Hospital Center and Sharon Hospital in Connecticut (both part of the Nuvance Health System). Dr. Bobby Janda is the chief medical officer at NewYork-Presbyterian Hudson Valley Hospital. In separate interviews, each noted that people who are not vaccinated are most at risk as cases continue to rise.

How do those hospitalized by Omicron differ from previous variants?

Hirko: The unvaccinated are more...
FIVE QUESTIONS: COLLIN MILONE

By Jeff Simms

Collin Milone has been the assistant to Beacon’s mayor since 2018. His last day is Jan. 14.

Where are you headed?
I’m going to the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador to teach English to adults who want to learn to speak it to get into the tourist trade. Before I came here, I was traveling for 2 1/2 years in the Mediterranean, the Balkans, India and Southeast Asia, volunteering with NGOs [non-governmental organizations] serving refugees in Greece and Serbia and teaching English in Thailand. When you spend time in a different culture, you not only learn what people wear and what they eat, but you learn how they think and why they think that way. That’s infinitely interesting to me. I picked South America for this trip because I haven’t been there yet and it’s a little closer to home. I’ve saved enough to travel for at least six months, but that was my plan last time, too. I will be back over the summer, when two friends are getting married.

How did you end up in City Hall?
My background is in public administration and social work, so local government is the perfect space. I had to do an internship for my graduate degree in public administration, and I wanted to do it in Beacon because it had this revitalization. I wanted to see up close how it was done. I interned under then-City Administrator Anthony Ruggiero for a few months in 2015. When I came back to the States at the end of 2018, they were looking to fill this position. I told the then-mayor, Randy Casale, that I could stay for six months and here we are, three years later.

What is your job like?
The mayor and City Council set the direction for the city, and the administrator carries it out. I help with that. Every day you’re getting calls and emails from community members for everything from a dispute with their neighbors, to potholes, to their opinions on a policy that’s in front of the council. You listen and give them the information they need. You pass along what they want to the elected officials. One of the biggest things I do is help put together the council meetings every week, including an agenda that’s anywhere from one to 350 pages long. I also manage grants and the city’s website, write press releases, oversee committees and our climate coordinator, and I worked with HBO and Apple TV when they were filming here [for projects], too.

Tell me about some of your local adventures.
The Hudson Valley is the best place to be outdoors. You have absolutely everything right here at your fingertips. I grew up as a rower, and rowed crew from middle school and high school to a college club team. Being out on the Hudson, it’s magnificent and powerful. It makes you understand how small we are and how humbling nature is. Cycling is an outlet I picked up during the pandemic. You helped me out when I was trying to ride down to the city, and this fall I rode the Empire State Trail from Poughkeepsie to Manhattan.

How are you feeling about traveling during the pandemic?
It’s imperative that we’re responsible for ourselves and others — getting vaccinated, boosted, wearing a mask when it’s appropriate. If I learn enough Spanish while I’m in South America, I would love to help with pandemic response, coordinating vaccine distributions or dealing with any of the consequences of the pandemic. As long as you’re following the latest guidelines, we’re not new to this anymore. It’s the new normal and I’m excited to go see the world in a responsible way.
Putnam Legislature Picks Sullivan as Leader

Philipstown rep offers sole ‘no’ vote

By Liz Schevtchuk Armstrong

Putnam County legislators on Tuesday (Jan. 4) chose Neal Sullivan as their chair and gave final approval to a $40,467 fund transfer for a contract with new ambulance service provider Ambulnz.

The actions occurred during the Legislature’s annual reorganization meeting, held by audio link, although Legislator Nancy Montgomery, a Democrat, adjusted her settings to appear on screen. Her eight Republican colleagues remained invisible. The Legislature cited pandemic restrictions as the reason for not meeting in person.

Montgomery voted “no” on the Sullivan nomination and money transfer, which rounds off the sum necessary for the deal with Ambulnz. The new provider bid $1.49 million for the first year of a five-year term, while EM Star/Empress, which the county had been using, bid $1.9 million.

Legislator Bill Gouldman of Putnam Valley joined Montgomery in rejecting the funds transfer. Both cited concerns by local ambulance corps about Ambulnz’s costs and capabilities. The contract is for advanced life support, which backs up the basic emergency care supplied by local ambulance corps.

“But the primary reason for her opposition, she stated, “is that I still don’t have the contract” between the county and Ambulnz, although she repeatedly asked for it. “There’s no checks and balances here,” Montgomery said, expressing incredulity that legislators are “asked to provide funding for a contract we’ve never seen.”

The Legislature also voted 7-2 to appoint Legislator Paul Jonke of Southeast as deputy chairperson. Montgomery backed Jonke’s nomination, but Legislators Ginny Nacerino of Patterson and Amy Sayegh of Mahopac voted “no,” without elaborating.

Hudson Beach Glass
Fine art gallery located on second floor

Thank You
for supporting us through 2021

162 Main Street, Beacon, NY 12508 845-440-0068
www.hudsonbeachglass.com

Pre-plan with Libby Funeral Home

- Your family can focus on their grief and the lovely memories

Make sure your family has the best team to comfort them in their grief when the time comes.

CALL TODAY TO LEARN MORE: (845) 831-0179

Libby Funeral Home
55 Teller Ave. Beacon, NY 12508
LibbyFuneralHome.com

Although the Putnam County Legislature held its Jan. 4 meeting by audio connection, Legislator Nancy Montgomery turned on her camera.
Vaccines
So 400 residents spoke out against vaccine mandates and the Putnam County Legislature believes this to be a majority ("Putnam Passes Resolution Against Mandatory Vaccines," Dec. 31)? Most of us never saw or knew about a petition. The consequences are terrible and I hope the same legislators can live with the consequences of their votes.
Nicole Berglas, Putnam Valley

Enough with all these mandates ("No Vax, No Mask, No Service," Dec. 24). It goes on and on and on — the new abnormal.
Mary Ray Lane, via Facebook

Congratulations to Zade ("Haldane Student Wins Vaccination Scholarship," Dec. 24)! Wonderful news!
Maureen McGrath, via Facebook

So happy for Zade, although I still feel all kids who were vaccinated should have had a chance for this opportunity, not just the 5- to 11-year-olds.
Ro Hartney Bridges, via Facebook

Does this kid know the spelling and definition of coercion?
Maureen Meehan, via Facebook

I’m certain he knows the spelling of science, facts and greater good.
Nannette Lipinski, via Facebook

Test-to-stay
Not enough testing is available to make this an effective strategy for schools ("Test-to-Stay is Here to Stay, For Now," Dec. 31). At-home tests are scarce and many families don’t have access to immediate testing. There will be a surge as students get back to school after the break. There is a large subset of the student population that is not approved by the Food and Drug Administration to be boosted yet (as of last week).

What’s the harm in going remote for the first two weeks, allowing the surge to crest, allowing time for the FDA to approve the booster for 12- to 15-year-olds, and then returning to school without further disruption?
Francisco Javier, via Facebook

What’s the harm? There is huge mental-health harm caused by children going remote. Plus, many parents can’t take off work.
Victoria Halpenney, via Facebook

How can we rely on at-home tests when so many parents consistently send their sick children to school? Students would arrive to school with fever, coughs, etc., before the pandemic. What makes districts think this would be any different? Some people don’t care about anyone or anything else besides themselves.
Lily Easely, via Facebook

Scientists at the Princess Elizabeth Antarctic science lab had an outbreak of the Omicron variant. Before arriving, they had to be vaccinated and follow a stringent and lengthy isolation and testing protocol, yet it hit two-thirds of them, according to news reports. What does this tell us about all our expensive, impractical and soul-crushing efforts? At best, they postpone the inevitable. If highly motivated scientists following all guidelines to a T are not able to avoid it, how can the rest of us? Open the schools and allow nature to dictate to us. We cannot dictate to nature.

By the way, those scientists had the option of being flown home, but given the mildness and self-limiting nature of their symptoms, have chosen to stay and continue their work.
Maria Leiter, via Facebook

500 issues
Expanding the coverage of The Current to include Beacon as well as Cold Spring, Garrison and Nelsonville must have at first seemed visionary, if not chancy ("Editor’s Notebook: Looks Like We Made It," Dec. 31). We in Philipstown tend to be rather insular in our outlook, and understandably so. But the sun also rises and sets in Beacon, a community much like our own slightly to the north.

Many readers remember that Putnam County in 1812 was created out of Dutchess County, the motives for which will be examined at some point in The Current. My hunch is this move served to isolate Philipstown.

That said, how fortunate we find ourselves with an attractive, balanced, physically delightful weekly produced by inspired resident writers under superlative management. The Current is my weekly tonic in the gloom of small-press mortality across the nation. A well done to the staff and advertisers.
William Harris, Cold Spring
Update

Jan. 6 Arrests

By Chip Rowe

A year after the attack on the Capitol to disrupt the vote count that certified Joe Biden as president, 707 people face charges that range from trespassing to violent attacks on police officers.

By one estimate, about 140 police officers were injured during the riot. One protester was shot and killed by a Capitol police officer and the assault is believed to have contributed to the deaths of at least three officers.

Five men from Putnam County, two from southern Dutchess and two with ties to Newburgh have been charged. Here is the status of their cases.

Robert Ballesteros, Mahopac
Arrested March 15, pleaded guilty Oct. 28

Ballesteros, 28, posted a video on Instagram of himself inside the Capitol wearing a black mask. When asked online by another Instagram user if he had been inside, Ballesteros said he had “made my stand” and that “some kid told me he tipped off the [FBI] hotline.” He pleaded guilty to “parading, demonstrating or picketing” inside the Capitol, a misdemeanor that has a maximum sentence of six months in prison and a $5,000 fine. He also agreed to pay $500 toward the damages to the building and is scheduled to be sentenced on Jan. 27.

Robert Chapman, Carmel
Arrested April 21, pleaded guilty Dec. 16

Chapman, 51, drew the FBI’s attention to his stand and that “some kid told me he tipped off the [FBI] hotline.” He pleaded guilty to “parading, demonstrating or picketing” and will be sentenced on April 4.

Edward “Jake” Lang, Newburgh
Arrested Jan. 16, remains incarcerated

The FBI said Lang, 26, can be seen in the crowd wearing a green-and-black gas mask and striking officers’ shields with a bat. On Jan. 7, the day after the riot, Lang posted to Twitter, according to the charging documents: “I watched a woman die yesterday in front of my eyes. I saved two others from being trampled and suffocated by Capitol Police. They murdered her and tried to murder many, many more. This is an act of war by TYRANTS against the American people.” During a court appearance on Dec. 9, a prosecutor said Lang had turned down a plea deal with a sentence of up to 6 1/2 years. In a jailhouse interview with Newsmax last month, Lang was unrepentant, claiming “the police attacked us, and we had to defend each other and defend our country.” His next hearing is Jan. 18.

Roberto Minuta, Newburgh
Arrested March 8, released on personal recognizance

An FBI agent testified that Minuta, 37, was at the Capitol “equipped with military-style attire and gear,” including ballistic goggles, a radio earpiece and armor-style attire and gear, including spray and apparel emblazoned with a crest related to the Oath Keepers militia. He “aggressively berated and taunted” police officers before entering the building, the agent said. Minuta, who owns a tattoo parlor in Newburgh but lives in Texas, was indicted with 17 other alleged members of the Oath Keepers. He pleaded not guilty on Dec. 6 to three counts: conspiracy to stop the certification of the vote; obstruction of an official proceeding; and entering a restricted building.

The FBI says this photo, taken from an officer’s body camera, shows Matthew and Gregory Purdy Jr., at left, and their father, at right, pushing against a police line at the Capitol.

Pay Pepe, Beacon
Arrested Jan. 12, released on personal recognizance

Prosecutors allege Pepe, Dominic Pezzola of Rochester and Matthew Greene of Syracuse acted together as members of the far-right Proud Boys by coordinat - ing travel and lodging, using earpieces and radios to communicate, dismantling barriers and breaking windows. All three pleaded not guilty; Pezzola and Greene remain incarcerated. A hearing for Pepe, 32, was held on Nov. 18 but a redacted transcript will not be released until next month. Following his arrest, Pepe was fired from his job at Metro-North in Brewster.

Gregory Purdy Jr., Kent
Arrested Nov. 10, released on personal recognizance

A 2016 Carmel High School graduate, the 24-year-old was one of six candidates in May 2020 for two seats on the Carmel school board (he finished fifth) and in 2016 managed a campaign by his father, Gregory Purdy-Schwartz, a Republican who hoped to unseat longtime state Assembly Member Sandy Galef, a Democrat whose district includes Philipstown and Kent. Purdy Jr. was arraigned on seven charges that included “assaulting, resisting or impeding” police officers and illegal entry. His next hearing is scheduled for Jan. 27. Purdy’s uncle, Robert Turner, 39, of Poughkeepsie, who traveled with him and faces the same charges, was arrested Nov. 22 and released; his next hearing is Feb. 10.

Matthew Purdy, Kent
Arrested Nov. 10, released on personal recognizance

Gregory Purdy’s younger brother, 22 and also a Carmel High School grad, was charged with four counts, including disorderly conduct and illegal entry. His next hearing is Jan. 27.

THE ACCUSED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of arrests</th>
<th>707</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average age</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent who are men</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent charged based in part on social media posts</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent with military experience</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent who have pleaded guilty</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: George Washington University Program on Extremism, as of Jan. 6

Behind the scenes

Thank you so much for this article which brings to light the extensive work that goes on behind the scenes of our productions (“From the Shadows to the Spotlight,” Dec. 31). We at Haldane Drama are always looking for additional support! Too often, many of the behind-the-scenes efforts are taken for granted.

I’d like to also add two more vital people to the list. Kathy Feighery, an artist and Haldane parent, is our amazing scenic painter. She spent dozens of hours on Sense & Sensibility and she has worked on a number of shows. Also, Jennifer Sandlund, graphic designer and the parent of two actors who have come through our ranks, has been designing our posters and programs and managing ad sales for over a decade, working untold hours.

We would not exist without our ad sales at Haldane Drama, as we provide nearly 100 percent of our operating expenses through ads and ticket sales (and donations!). Jennifer’s youngest is graduating this year and I have no idea how we will replace her. I might also add that Shawna’s and Kathy’s children are not in the productions. It isn’t a requirement for volunteering.

Martha Mechalakos, Cold Spring

Mechalakos is the director of Haldane Drama.

Correction

In the Dec. 24 issue, we reported that a group of Philipstown educators had each contributed $100 to tip their server after a meal at Hudson Hill’s in Cold Spring. In fact, according to the organizer, each of the nine members of the party — about half of whom were educators and not all from Philipstown — contributed $100 toward the bill; whatever was left was the tip, which amounted to $700.

LETTERS AND COMMENTS

William Vogel, Pawling
Arrested Sept. 30, released on personal recognizance

The FBI says Vogel, 27, recorded himself inside the Capitol and posted the video to Snapchat. At least four people who saw the video reported it to the FBI and identified him, the agency said. He pleaded not guilty to unlawful entry, disorderly conduct and violent entry. The government has made a plea offer; his next hearing is March 4.

Anthony Vuksanaj, Mahopac
Arrested Sept. 30, released on personal recognizance

Vuksanaj, 52, pleaded not guilty to charges of trespassing, disorderly conduct and parading, demonstrating or picketing. An FBI agent said that police had detained Vuksanaj on June 6, 2020, in connection to a robbery at knifepoint. He denied being involved but a search warrant revealed that his phone had been at the Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021, the FBI said, and the agency received video clips that appear to show him inside the building. His next hearing is Jan. 14.
New Putnam Sheriff Names Command Team

Kevin McConville sworn in on Dec. 30

Kevin McConville, a Philipstown resident who was sworn in as Putnam County sheriff on Dec. 30 on the steps of the historic courthouse in Carmel, has named his undersheriff and the five captains who will make up his command team. The biographical information is taken from the Sheriff’s Department website.

Undersheriff

Thomas Lindert began his law-enforcement career in 1984 when he was hired as an officer for the Cold Spring Police Department. He joined the Sheriff’s Department in 1985 and was assigned to the narcotics task force. In 2003 he became a senior investigator and was assigned to the narcotics task force. In 2004 he was promoted to captain to oversee the criminal division. The biographical information is taken from the Sheriff’s Department website.

Civil Bureau

Michael Grossi began his 29-year law enforcement career as a road patrol deputy with the Columbia County Sheriff’s Office. In 1997 he joined the Westchester County Police Department, where he worked in the civil bureau, overseeing 16 employees and managing a budget of $14 million and 6,000 case files. Grossi is a “subject matter expert” in state civil laws, the department said.

Corrections

James Greenough has been a corrections officer at the Putnam County jail for 31 years and has experience in budget preparation, records retention and training records management.

Operations/Communications

Michael Knox began his career in 1993 as a police officer in White Plains, where he rose to command the patrol division until his retirement in 2012. Knox, who has experience with narcotics and target investigations, has worked on police reform committees and reviewed procedures and policies for compliance, the Sheriff’s Department said.

The New York State Offices of the Inspector General reported this week that more than 1,600 inmates were punished with solitary confinement, delayed parole, longer sentences and lost visitation as the result of faulty drug tests in 2019.

The investigation followed a series of lawsuits filed by advocates on behalf of inmates at Fishkill Correctional Facility in Beacon and other prisons. When inmates screened with a test made by Microgenics Corp., were found positive for the opioid buprenorphine, the Department of Corrections and Community Supervision had not confirmed the results with its own test.

To resolve the findings, the agency expelled 2,500 disciplinary records, reinstated lost privileges and eliminated the use of solitary confinement as a punishment for a failed drug test. The department also stopped using the Microgenics test.

Democrats Name Chair for Dutchess County

State Parks Launches Geocache Challenge

The Dutchess County Democratic Committee on Dec. 30 elected Julie Shiroishi as its chair. Running unopposed, she succeeds Elisa Sumner, who stepped down after more than 12 years.

“The will be guided by our party’s core values of tolerance, respect and pluralism,” said Shiroishi, who has lived in Beacon for 15 years and is the chief of staff for state Assembly Member Jonathan Jacobson, whose district includes Beacon. She also was the campaign manager in 2020 for state Senate candidate Karen Smythe.

The state parks department has launched its annual winter geocaching challenge at Fahnestock in Philipstown, Lake Taghkanic in Ancram and Mills Norrie in Staatsburg. The hunt will continue through mid-April. New to geocaching? Sign up at geocaching.com.
Highlights from 2021-2022 education meetings
By Chip Rowe

HALDANE SCHOOL BOARD

- As its reorganization meeting, the five Haldane Board of Education members re-elected Jen Daly as president and selected Sean McNall as vice president. (July 6)
- The board agreed to pay $45,934 to A+ Technology & Security Solutions of Bay Shore for security upgrades. (July 6)
- The board accepted a $75 donation from the Haldane Arts Alliance for tie-dye supplies for use in grades 6 and 7 and $754 for state competition medals for band and chorus students. (July 6)
- On a recommendation from the superintendent, the board approved creating a position of director of curriculum and human resources. (July 6)
- The board approved the creation of an elementary school teacher position, which was filled by Amy Pastula at an annual salary of $78,091, and the hiring of Liana Festo as a guidance counselor for $63,703 annually. (July 6)
- Anthony Stronconi, a longtime maintenance worker for the district, offered the only bid for surplus musical instruments, purchasing 11 drums, a xylophone, keyboard, 2 timpani, a trumpet, a box of music stand lights, four clarinets, a flute, five trumpets, a cornet, five trombones and a tuba for $181. (Aug. 24)
- Luke Parrella, a senior, was appointed as the board’s student representative for the 2021-22 year. (Oct. 5)
- The board held a moment of silence for Ginny Pidala, who died on Sept. 24, and created the Ginny Pidala Annual Scholarship in her name. (Oct. 5)
- The board reviewed the budget for the 2021-22 year. (Oct. 5)
- The board approved 3-0, a settlement with an employee who was accused of “time theft.” (Dec. 21)

GARRISON SCHOOL BOARD

- The Garrison school board voted 7-0 to create an equity, diversity and inclusion committee and appointed board members Jocelyn Apecio, Matthew Speiser and Courtney McCarthy. (July 13)
- Following discussion, the board set aside a proposal to install four electric-vehicle charging stations. (July 13)
- The district agreed to pay Cecilia Rohrs of Visual Touch Media to film its meetings for $400 apiece. (July 13)
- The board amended its May 2020 employment agreement with Superintendent Carl Albano to increase his base salary for 2021-22 to $245,000, which it said was “more in line with our neighboring districts” and in recognition of his service as interim principal and business administrator between hires and leading the school through the pandemic. When he was hired in 2020, Albano earned $198,000. The board also extended his contract through 2022-23. (Continued on Page 8)
contract by a year, to June 30, 2024. (July 13)
- The board introduced a resolution for emergency repairs to the roof of the school, which “has deteriorated beyond repair, is leaking, has the potential for mold growth, and must be replaced.” A state law allows contracts for emergency work to be awarded without competitive bidding. (July 13)
- The board accepted a $241,339 bid from Edutek to install new phone, security camera and public address systems and door access controls. (July 13)
- The board signed a contract with Orange County Transit to provide bus transportation during 2022-23 for $619,510. In the event of a pandemic shutdown, the district can suspend or cancel service with 10 days’ notice. (Aug. 25)
- The board approved a resolution allowing board members to attend in-person meetings by videoconference if they provide “reasonable justification.” (Aug. 25) At the next meeting, on Sept. 2, two board members attended by videoconference.
- Albano noted that planning for COVID-19 testing was underway to meet a state mandate that school employees be tested weekly if they cannot show proof of vaccination. (Sept. 2)
- The board accepted a donation to the district from Richard and Peggy Neill of The Highlands Current. (Oct. 6)
- Evan Maasik, a former Garrison School student who is now a senior at O’Neill High School, spoke about the storage locker he constructed for the school garden for his Eagle Scout project. (Oct. 20)
- Dusti Callo, the secretary to the superintendent and a woodworker, pulled the coat hooks, nails, staples and screws from scrap lumber that had been removed from the school hallways during renovations and built a podium she presented to the district. (Oct. 20)
- The board approved a resolution allowing board members to attend in-person meetings by videoconference if they provide “reasonable justification.” (Aug. 25) At the next meeting, on Sept. 2, two board members attended by videoconference.
- Albano reported that 99 percent of the staff was vaccinated and 100 percent of those who work with students. In addition, 50 percent of students at the elementary level and 66 percent of those in grades 7 and 8 were vaccinated. (Dec. 15)
- The board heard an update on the progress of a $9.9 million capital project approved by voters in September 2019; over the past few months, it had approved $289,000 in additions to contracts based on recommendations from the architect, contractor or administrators. Renovations are scheduled to be completed before the start of the 2022-23 school year. (Dec. 15)
- Michael Twardy, director of facilities and transportation, announced that he plans to retire on Feb. 28. (Dec. 15)
- The Garrison School only goes through the eighth grade, and many of its graduates attend O’Neill High School, which is part of the Highland Falls-Fort Montgomery district. Since 40 percent of HFFM students live on base at West Point, the federal government contributes about 10 percent of the district budget as part of a longstanding arrangement that renews every five years. However, last year the Defense Department announced plans to put the contract out for bid, which could lead to drastic cuts if HFFM does not win. A representative for state Sen. James Skoufis said this week that the department has extended the current contract to include 2022-23 but still plans to solicit bids.
Putnam County said this week it will be distributing thousands of rapid COVID-19 test kits to food pantries, shelters, libraries, senior centers and places of worship. County officials said on Jan. 6 that they have received 4,437 antigen tests from the state, with more expected. They also noted that newly created centers in Carmel and at the Philipstown Recreation Center in Garrison had so far tested more than 4,500 people and found 17 percent to be positive.

Democrats on the Dutchess County Legislature exonerated Chair Gregg Pulver for allowing fellow Republicans Mike Polasek and Will Truitt to sit unmasked at their desks in the body’s chamber on Tuesday (Jan. 4), despite a state-ordered mandate. Pulver repeatedly cited state guidance for restaurants, where diners must wear masks unless they are eating or drinking. “His negligence and their poor decisions are putting all of us — our families and children and elderly parents, and our constituents and all the residents of Dutchess County — in danger,” said Legislator Brennan Kearney, who represents Clinton and Rhinebeck.

Dutchess County issued a public health alert on Dec. 29 urging residents, businesses and visitors to wear masks indoors in public places, socially distance, arrange to get vaccinations or boosters, and get tested.

The Dutchess County Jail closed to the public on Jan. 1 in response to an outbreak. Superintendent Therese Lee told the Poughkeepsie Journal that 65 inmates of 200 had tested positive, far exceeding the facility’s previous high of 19 infections at any one time. Lee also said that 71 of the jail’s 200 employees were absent because they had COVID-19 or had been exposed.

The federal Food and Drug Administration on Monday (Jan. 3) authorized booster shots of the Pfizer vaccine for adolescents between 12 and 15 years old. The FDA also said boosters for people 12 and over should be given five months after the initial two doses of the Pfizer vaccine instead of six months and authorized a third dose for some immunocompromised children between 5 and 11 years old.

Haldane Superintendent Phil Benante warned that although the district reopened on Monday (Jan. 3) for in-person classes, schools could revert to remote instruction “on any given day” because the high number of infections may cause staff shortages.

Dutchess’ 838 cases on Dec. 31 set a pandemic high for the county. Putnam reported 520 cases that day, its second-highest daily total since March 2020.

Governor Kathy Hochul announced a multi-faceted “winter surge” plan that will include distributing millions of test kits to school districts; a two-week extension, beyond Jan. 15, of an order requiring either masks or proof of vaccination at public places; and the opening of more testing sites.

With cases at record levels, the Putnam County Health Department said on Dec. 30 that its staff is unable to conduct contact tracing for exposures. Health Commissioner Michael Nesheiwat also issued an order that requires residents who test positive to isolate.

### PUTNAM COUNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Cases in Phillipstown: 125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases: 18,156 (+3032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests administered: 368,390 (+15,601)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent positive: 4.9 (+0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent vaccinated: 79.6 Percent in 10516: 92.7 Percent in 10524: 86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of deaths: 106 (+0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DUTCHESS COUNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Cases in Beacon: 254</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases: 48,429 (+4993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests administered: 1,149,740 (+23,721)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent positive: 4.2 (+0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent vaccinated: 74.1 Percent in 12508: 69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of deaths: 541 (+10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: State and county health departments, as of Jan. 5, with change over the previous week in parentheses. Percent vaccinated reflects those ages 5 and older who have received at least one dose.

### Hospitals (from Page 1)

severely ill compared to the vaccinated, excepting those vaccinated patients who are immunocompromised.

**Janda:** The infections are milder than the previous variants, with a majority of patients being treated and released from the emergency room to be followed up by their primary care doctors. Among patients who are hospitalized, the percentage of those requiring intensive care or ventilators is less. Having said that, we have started to see an increase in acuity (severity) in the past two weeks. We should not take this lightly, especially when we still have the Delta variant in our community.

**Are you seeing evidence that Omicron does less damage to the lungs?**

**Hirko:** Yes, but usually that’s in vaccinated patients. Unvaccinated patients still have a higher percentage of being more severely ill.

**Janda:** We have seen less hypoxia [low oxygen] among the Omicron variant and less cases of loss of taste or smell, but we still have some patients in the ICU. Separately, the sheer volume of positive cases in the community is putting a tremendous amount of stress on hospitals and inundating the health care system.

**What percentage of your COVID-19 patients are unvaccinated?**

**Hirko:** About 50 to 60 percent. Two weeks ago it was 75 percent unvaccinated.

**Janda:** We don’t have the exact percentages, but it highlights the importance of getting vaccinations and boosters. We know that disease among those who are vaccinated is much milder; we have seen much more severe disease in unvaccinated patients. Among the unvaccinated population we have observed more admissions to the ICU and longer stays in the hospital, other than respiratory system complications, and requiring ventilator support.

**Have hospitalizations peaked?**

**Hirko:** Projections are for a spike in infected patients over the next four to six weeks. What’s different with this surge is a large number of employees are infected, thereby affecting our ability to treat these patients.

**Janda:** I think hospitalization and positivity rates will likely go up this week into next as we come off the holiday season and family gatherings.

### Where to Get Tested

**PUTNAM COUNTY**

**Philipstown Recreation Center**

Route 9D, Garrison
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily
6 a.m. to 9 a.m. weekdays, children only
No appointment required.

**Drug World**

55 Chestnut St., Cold Spring
Schedule at myrx.io.

**Paladin Center**

39 Seminary Hill Road, Carmel
10 a.m. – 6 p.m. daily
6 a.m. – 9 a.m. weekdays, children only
No appointment required.

**DUTCHESS COUNTY**

**Sun River Health**

6 Henry St., Beacon
845-831-0400
8 a.m. – 8 p.m. Monday and Tuesday
8 a.m. – 5 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday
8 a.m. – 1 p.m. Saturday

**Excel Urgent Care**

992 Main St. Fishkill
845-765-2240
8 a.m. – 8 p.m. weekdays
9 a.m. – 4 p.m. weekends

**CareMount**

60 Merritt Blvd., Fishkill
845-765-4990
8:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. weekdays

**Pulse-MD**

900 Route 376, Suite H, Wappingers Falls
845-204-9260

**Dutchess County Health Department**

Poughkeepsie Galleria
2001 South Road, Poughkeepsie
Former JCPenney store on 2nd floor
Schedule at bit.ly/dutchess-testing.

**CareMount**

30 Columbia St., Poughkeepsie
845-231-5600
9 a.m. – 6:45 p.m. weekdays
8 a.m. – 4:45 p.m. weekends

**CareMount**

2507 South Road, Poughkeepsie
845-471-3111
8:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. weekdays

**Pulse-MD**

696 Dutchess Turnpike, Poughkeepsie
845-243-7100

For information about tests, visit bit.ly/fda-test-basics.
In Latest Lawsuit, Developer Claims Rights Violations

Again targets Fishkill board over Continental Commons

By Liz Schevtchuk Armstrong

The developer of the proposed Continental Commons complex on Route 9 in Fishkill on Christmas Eve fired a fresh legal salvo against town authorities and other critics, accusing them of violating his civil rights.

He seeks more than $5 million, a refund of his property taxes and other payments.

The developer, Domenico Broccoli, asserted that Fishkill Supervisor Ozzy Albra and four board members (three of whom lost in the Nov. 2 election) engaged in “improper, illegal and unauthorized actions” that violated his constitutional rights. The lawsuit also names 20 unnamed individuals.

Broccoli wants to build Continental Commons — an inn, restaurant, and shopping center along Route 9 on a 10-acre section of the former Fishkill Supply Depot. The Revolutionary War military base sprawled from Fishkill to Beacon and Philipstown and east along a country road, now Route 52.

The Continental Commons parcel contains a gas station, stream, woods and a small cemetery that history buffs suspect contains Revolutionary War dead. Although Broccoli fiercely disagrees, he has promised to preserve it. (In the lawsuit, he complains about the Town Board’s description of the site as the “Veterans Fishkill Supply Depot,” because, he asserts, “the word veteran still implies that the property contains the burials of soldiers.”)

His lawsuit also accuses board members of opposing the development “to pay back their political supporters” and claims their conduct involved a seizure and “invasion” of his property, thwarting his “investment expectations.”

The Friends of the Fishkill Supply (FOFSD), a historical preservation group, environmental advocates and some residents opposed Broccoli’s plans, which for several years progressed slowly but steadily through local review but encountered more resistance after the Town Board in 2020 acquired a Democratic majority (since overturned).

The developer also sued the Town Board in January 2021 in Dutchess County court, after it rejected his application for extension of water and sewer service to his site. That litigation continues. In August, in federal court, he sued FOFSD members; that case also remains unresolved.

In the latest Fishkill lawsuit, his grievances include the Town Board’s unanimous vote in October to tighten the zoning criteria for developments near historic sites and its creation of an aquifer protection zoning overlay, which, he contends, “imposes additional obligations” on him.

The lawsuit acknowledges that three times over the last two years, most recently on Dec. 23, the day before Broccoli went to federal court, he rejected a settlement offer that called for him to donate the graveyard to the town in return for obtaining the water and sewer extensions.

Central Hudson (from Page 1)

customer in disbelief.

The company has been facing a barrage of emails and phone calls over the last two months from its customers, who number 5,197 in Philipstown and 6,499 in Beacon. Their focus is a range of billing issues — from off-the-chart and smaller-than-usual charges for electric and gas usage to having months go by without receiving a bill.

Joe Jenkins, a representative for the utility, said glitches arose when the company recently replaced a 1980s-era computer system with new software to adapt to a “cleaner energy grid” in which more customers are using energy generated from solar panels and third-party suppliers. The update took place around September.

About 4,000 of Central Hudson’s approximately 308,000 customers have been affected, he said. To handle their complaints, the company has “more than doubled” its customer service staff and expanded hours of operation to reduce the amount of time people spend on hold, said Jenkins. It also is using mail, email, social media and automated phone calls to communicate with customers, he said.

“Our team of IT [information technology] professionals and our software consultants are working every day to identify and implement system fixes,” said Jenkins on Tuesday (Jan. 4). “We expect to have the majority of these fixes in place early this year.”

When that happens, Craig Wolf, who owns both a rental property and a residence, is expecting a big bill. In November, he realized that Central Hudson had not sent a bill for the rental property since July, and began worrying that he simply had not seen the utility’s statements. Bills were sent to his primary residence, but for much less than the normal $200 to $300 in charges. November’s bill totaled $18.77, said Wolf, who is bracing for a large bill at some point.

“We’re certainly going to get a [corrected] bill someday, and it’s going to be a whopper,” he said.

Visit highlandscurrent.org for news updates and latest information.
Beacon gallery again pairs ‘old’ and ‘new’ artists

By Alison Rooney

Two women — one in her 60s and the other in her 80s, one a sculptor and the other a painter — are paired in Parts & Labor Beacon’s latest exhibit, which runs through Jan. 30.

Parts & Labor Beacon’s exhibitions consist primarily of two artist presentations, engaging an emerging or mid-career contemporary artist with a more historically recognized artist. The combination casts a light on not just their similarities and differences, but sparks a novel, unexpected way of considering both together.

In this case, there’s a domesticity present in each artist’s work. Avery, the daughter of two artists, painters Milton Avery and Sally Michel Avery, was born in 1932 and worked in relative obscurity for years. She was “discovered” a few years ago by artist and dealer Jenni Crain, who curated a show of Avery’s work at the Louise McCagg Gallery at Barnard College. (Sadly, Crain died on Dec. 16 at age 30 of COVID-related complications.)

That 2019 show, says Nichelle Beauchaine of Parts & Labor, “catapulted Avery into everybody’s consciousness.” She describes Avery’s paintings as “very personal, about her own life experiences, with scenes of different domestic situations. She uses figuative block colors, and reduced, simplified forms with tactile surfaces; there’s a stillness in her compositions.”

Elisabeth Kley, born in 1956, makes up the contemporary half of the pairing. “Generationally, they respond in different ways, though they’re both very much ingrained in modernism,” Beauchaine explains.

The exhibit features Kley’s monochromatic ceramic sculptures and vessels, modeled on those of ancient civilizations, which are modernized, given black-and-white glazes, and transformed by Kley’s decorative surface designs and patterns from many eras. Last year, her work was displayed at The Fabric Institute and Museum in Philadelphia.

Parts & Labor describes Kley’s style as “pulling from various art historical movements.”

Says Kley: “I feel that that’s the history of art: People keep transforming things from the past. I like to think I’m continuing that evolution.”

In putting the two women together, a dialogue was born, Beauchaine says. “Moving from Kley’s monochromatic work, with its form as domestic vessels, to March’s interior paintings, done in color, they seem in conversation with each other. When we curate these shows, they always seem to result in magical moments, when the pieces from both artists riff off each other. These two work well together. They have amazing forms — a kind of power.”

Parts & Labor Beacon, located at 1154 North Ave., is open from noon to 6 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays, or by appointment (text or call 206-387-2556). For more information, see partsandlaborbeacon.com.
**THE WEEK AHEAD**

Edited by Pamela Doan (calendar@highlandscurrent.org)
For a complete listing of events, see highlandscurrent.org/calendar.

---

### COMMUNITY

**TUES 11**

**Red Cross Blood Drive**  
PEEKSKILL  
10 a.m. – 4 p.m. Paramount Hudson Valley  
1008 Brown St, redcrossblood.org  
Download the Red Cross app to schedule an appointment and maintain your digital donor card.

**KIDS AND FAMILY**

**SUN 9**

**Family Nature Program**  
PHILIPSTOWN  
2 p.m. Hubbard Lodge  
2800 Route 9  
putnamhighlandsaudubon.org  
An educator from the Putnam Highlands Audubon Society will discuss animal signs and tracks (if there is snow cover) or winter tree identification. Free

**TUES 11**

**Magic Tree House Book Club**  
COLD SPRING  
3:30 p.m. Via Zoom butterfieldlibrary.org  
Students in grades 1 to 3 will discuss Earthquake in the Early Morning and do a craft in this program hosted by the Butterfield Library. Register online.

---

**Bummer Camp, Jan. 14th**

**FRI 14**

**Reverse Scavenger Hunt**  
GARRISON  
11 a.m. St. Basil’s Gym  
79 St. Basil’s Road  
Girls and boys ages 9 to 14 are invited to compete in this annual contest organized by the Loretto Council No. 536 of the Knights of Columbus. Winners in each age group advance to county competition. A registration form can be downloaded at bit.ly/KOC-free-throw. For more information, call Dan Dillon at 845-265-3802.

**SAT 15**

**Free Throw Contest**  
GARRISON  
11 a.m.  
35 Market St. | 845-473-2072  
bardavon.org  
The Woodstock Horns will join the band to perform music by Rick Danko from The Band. Proof of vaccination required. Cost: $30 ($35 door)

---

### STAGE AND SCREEN

**FRI 14**

**Comedy Night**  
BREWSTER  
6:30 p.m. Tilly’s Table  
100 Route 312 | 845-608-1840  
tillystablerestaurant.com  
proof of vaccination required. The ticket includes a buffet dinner. Cost: $45

**SAT 15**

**MET Live: Cinderella**  
COLD SPRING  
6 p.m. Via Zoom butterfieldlibrary.org  
Students in grades 6 and higher are invited to look for clues on the library’s social media pages and find objects they think will be on the list to score points in this program hosted by the Butterfield Library. Register online.

**SAT 8**

**Group Show**  
COLD SPRING  
Noon – 4 p.m. Buster Levi Gallery  
123 Main St. | busterlevigallery.com  
The exhibit will display the diversity of expression, process and medium of the artist members of the gallery collective. Through Feb. 27.

### TALKS AND TOURS

**WED 12**

**Sermons in Stone**  
COLD SPRING  
7 p.m. Via Zoom putnamhistorymuseum.org  
Susan Allport will discuss her book about the social history of stone walls in New York and New England in this program hosted by the Putnam History Museum. Cost: $10 (members free)

**SUN 18**

**Mediation in our Divided Society**  
GARRISON  
4 p.m. Via Crowdcast desmondfishlibrary.org  
In honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Tajay Gaynor (below), author of On Mediation: Creating Bonds of Tranquility in a World That Often Thrives on Calamity, will discuss mediation as a path to peaceful resolutions and civil rights. The event is being hosted by the Desmond-Fish Public Library, and trustee Erik Brown will lead the discussion.

---

### MUSIC

**SAT 8**

**Professor Louie & The Crowmatix**  
BEACON  
8 p.m. Towne Crier | 379 Main St. | reservabeacon.com  
The band, known for its storytelling style, will perform originals and some classics. Proof of vaccination required. Cost: $25 ($30 door)

**SAT 15**

**Professor Louie & The Crowmatix**  
BEACON  
8 p.m. Towne Crier | 379 Main St. | reservabeacon.com  
The band, known for its storytelling style, will perform originals and some classics. Proof of vaccination required. Cost: $25 ($30 door)

### CIVIC

**MON 10**

**City Council**  
BEACON  
7 p.m. City Hall  
1 Municipal Plaza | 845-838-5011  
beaconny.gov

**MON 10**

**School Board**  
BEACON  
7 p.m. Beacon High School  
101 Matteawan Road  
845-838-6900  
beaconk12.org

**WED 12**

**Village Board**  
NELSONVILLE  
7 p.m. Village Hall  
258 Main St. | 845-265-2500  
nelsonvilleny.gov

---

**COVID-19 Notice**

Check the event websites or highlandscurrent.org/calendar for any last-minute changes because of pandemic restrictions.
Saved by Banjos

Beacon shop hung on by strings during shutdown

By Alison Rooney

How did Jake’s Main Street Music survive the pandemic shutdown? Banjos, of course.

“Surprisingly, in the beginning, everyone wanted to learn the banjo,” says Jake Bernz, who runs the 8-year-old Beacon shop with his father, David. “We had 10 or 12 orders the first week. It didn’t stay just banjo, but that’s where it started, with lots of internet sales. Our walk-ins decreased because we saw customers only by appointment.”

David noted that sales have grown every year except 2020, but “banjos helped us out a lot” when the economy shut down.

Although the store opened again a few months into the pandemic, it’s now back to appointment-only because of Omicron, “although we take care of people,” David says. “If our doors are closed, and someone knocks and just needs a guitar string, we’ll get it for them.”

The enticements of the pandemic have extended to several facets of the business. The shop offers lessons, but only guitar is still in-person. The monthly song circles, which brought many locals into the store, have been postponed. The circles, which used to include open mics turned into jam sessions at our store,” Jake says. “We’d get people from different states, even other countries. They’d come up when they had gigs in New York City, come with all sorts of needs — often something they spotted on the website.”

Some came to talk with David, who was a longtime friend and colleague of Pete Seeger and is a two-time Grammy winner — the first as the producer for Seeger’s 2008 album, At 89, and the second as producer of Seeger’s Tomorrow’s Children, with the River-town Kids and Friends, which was released in 2010.

“People ask me about Pete,” David says. “Others are unfamiliar but become curious after looking around the store. ‘A lot of young people don’t know him, and see Pete’s pictures on the wall here,’” he says. “I let them know who he was.”

For Jake, Seeger was a family friend whom he knew while growing up. Jake says, “We play music together, but our plans went well beyond that.

The store sells violins, mandolins, ukuleles, dulcimers, autoharps and resonator guitars.

Banjos, of course.

When father and son envisioned a music store in Beacon, they began with the notion of a “wall of guitars” running front to back.

“If an instrument or lessons turn out not to be the right fit, that’s OK. “After a while people can determine for themselves whether they have a natural affinity, and we can help them with making a switch,” David says. Along with guitars and banjos, the store sells violins, mandolins, ukuleles, dulcimers, autoharps and resonator guitars.

Both father and son say they work well together. “There are little tussles, of course, but overall it’s a privilege and a pleasure to run a music store together,” says David. “I have two wonderful sons living here in Beacon; the other, Jesse, is a software engineer.” Says Jake: “We play music together, have done lots of gigs together, so this was an easy place to fall into.”

Jake’s Main Street Music, at 393 Main St. in Beacon, is open by appointment. Call 845-765-8548 or visit jakesmainstreetmusic.com.

When you walk into our store, you’ll see we specialize in stringed instruments,” David says. “We have five humidifiers going and a wall of banjos, mandolins, as well as the guitars. Where the big box stores carry the main brands, we carry a range.”

“We also keep songbooks and kits on hand for beginners,” Jake adds. “A lot of parents with kids in elementary and middle school come in, needing a Book One for an instrument in school band.”

“From the very start,” David says, “we wanted to be a different kind of music store, catering to wants and needs, carrying high-quality instruments. We flipped the model of most modern music stores, places like Guitar Center and Alto Music — who we like a lot — you go into those stores and you see a little bit of everything, and probably somewhere in the back, there’s a small humidified room; that’s the acoustic model.”

He adds: “Originally, what we didn’t quite understand is that a music store is a community hub, at least with the type of instruments we carry, acoustic.”

Along with the sales, which include used, vintage and consigned instruments, are lessons, most of which have moved to Zoom for now. Although not ideal, Jake says, “it’s still a nice way for beginners to learn best practices.”
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Roast Broccoli and Za’atar Chickpeas and Tahini-Yogurt sauce

Mouths To Feed

Far Flung

By Celia Barbour

If I were a scholar, I’d happily get lost investigating how and why particular ingredients turn up in widely divergent cuisines. How did cardamom, for example, wind up flavoring both Indian curries and Scandinavian baked goods? Why does it’s January, I thus spent December experimentally nibbling away at tasty slabs of pistachio and dark chocolate halvah. But now that it’s January, my thoughts have turned to foods that are leaner and cleaner. Fortunately, sesame fits the bill here, too, in the form of tahini sauce, whose fresh, brisk flavor contains soft bitter notes (from the sesame) and a lovely tartness (from the lemon juice). It goes just as well with roasted vegetables as raw salads, and makes a terrific accompaniment to braised meats or beans. I was 16 when I first encountered tahini sauce at a hole-in-the-wall cafe on South Street in Philadelphia. It accompanied a tableful of food: falafel, souvlaki, bumbus, tzatziki, gyros — words that felt almost as marvelous on my Midwestern tongue as the dishes they referred to, and left me with an achy, wondrous sense of the mysteries and done things their parents couldn’t imagine. Fairy godmothers that look out for teenagers. That there’s a diminishing global supply of the much, God help us all. We seem convinced that if our own kids find themselves in half as much, God help us all. We seem convinced that there’s a diminishing global supply of the fairy godmothers that look out for teenagers. Nowadays, my parent friends like to look back in fear and amazement on the trouble we got into as teenagers, proclaiming that if our own kids find themselves in half as much, God help us all. We seem convinced that there’s a diminishing global supply of the fairy godmothers that look out for teenagers. Of course, kids have always gone places and done things their parents couldn’t imagine. The exact nature of the adventures might change. But what persists is the urge to test boundaries — geographical, social, cultural, and, yes, even legal — in order to know, when the time comes, just where we belong.

Tahini-Yogurt sauce

This versatile sauce tastes great on all kinds of roasted vegetables, from butternut squash to zucchini, and can also be drizzled on stewed or roasted beans, as in the recipe above.

Tahini-Yogurt sauce

1 cup loosely packed parsley and mint leaves, roughly chopped
1/2 cup tahini
1/2 cup Greek yogurt, preferably full fat
2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 cloves garlic, minced, about 1 teaspoon
Salt and pepper to taste
Sesame seeds for serving, optional

If you have an immersion blender, combine all the ingredients except the sesame seeds in a flat-bottomed cup and blend until smooth. If not, mince the herbs very fine, then whisk everything together in a small bowl. Set aside until ready to use, or store, covered, in the refrigerator for up to 5 days.

Roast Broccoli and Za’atar Chickpeas

For me, I loved each dish individually, and the dishes they referred to, and left me with an achy, wondrous sense of the mysteries and done things their parents couldn’t imagine. Fairy godmothers that look out for teenagers. That there’s a diminishing global supply of the much, God help us all. We seem convinced that if our own kids find themselves in half as much, God help us all. We seem convinced that there’s a diminishing global supply of the fairy godmothers that look out for teenagers. Nowadays, my parent friends like to look back in fear and amazement on the trouble we got into as teenagers, proclaiming that if our own kids find themselves in half as much, God help us all. We seem convinced that there’s a diminishing global supply of the fairy godmothers that look out for teenagers. Of course, kids have always gone places and done things their parents couldn’t imagine. The exact nature of the adventures might change. But what persists is the urge to test boundaries — geographical, social, cultural, and, yes, even legal — in order to know, when the time comes, just where we belong.

Roast Broccoli and Za’atar Chickpeas and Tahini-Yogurt sauce

Tahini-Yogurt sauce
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Rescued, and Discarded

Beacon writer digs out manuscript — and starts over

By Alison Rooney

Writers of a certain age: Do you have an unfinished manuscript stashed in a drawer? An incomplete masterpiece, waiting to be unearthed?

Jonathan Vickers of Beacon says he had a stack of dusty papers destined for oblivion, until fate — in the form of a writing workshop — intervened.

“Right before the pandemic,” Vickers explains, “I joined this workshop [for veterans; Vickers served in the Army during Vietnam] and wound up writing a short story, and some memoir pieces, which the group liked. The pandemic broke the group up, but kept the manuscript for all these years.”

He dug it out, hopeful, but once he began reading, ditched the idea of a revival. “It was terribly written, sophomoric — but I liked reading, so I wound up writing a short story, and some memoir pieces, which the group liked. The pandemic broke the group up, but kept the manuscript for all these years.”

He dug it out, hopeful, but once he began reading, ditched the idea of a revival. “It was terribly written, sophomoric — but I liked the idea of it.”

Vickers decided to start over. “What I realized in writing it the second time is that I hadn’t experienced enough of life back then,” he says. “Many years later, I was able to write the real thing.”

His novel, The Smile of December, was published by Dorrance, a self-publishing company, in October. The book’s dedication gives a hint at some of what it’s about, as Vickers explains.

“It’s dedicated to four men who were fathers or father figures to me: my real father, my stepfather, my godfather and my uncle through marriage,” he says. “The book is not autobiographical, but I can pick out things from my own life here and there.

“The main character is the embodiment of the father I wish I had,” he says. “I did not get along with my father, who died when I was a senior in high school. The night he died, my first thought was, ‘Oh my God, I’m free.’ Then I grieved.”

While growing up in Dearborn, Michigan, Vickers aspired to be an actor and director, but his father disapproved. “I wound up majoring in theater at the University of Michigan,” he says. “When I graduated, I worked in advertising, then, knowing the draft was after me, I signed up for three years in the Army and wound up posted to Heidelberg, Germany, as a personal secretary to a four-star general who commanded overseas forces.

Vickers says he submitted the manuscript to traditional publishers but was told repeatedly they were not accepting submissions. “I didn’t want to wait,” he says. He’s been happy with the experience, saying: “With self-publishing, you have a lot more control. When or if it sells, you get larger royalties, too.”

Vickers, with his wife, bought a home in Beacon in 2017 and moved in two years later, says he has no ideas yet for his next project. “I’m still on this one,” he says.

The next time round, though, Vickers says he might try a new approach, based on his experience with The Smile of December (the title is ironic, he notes). “When I first started, I did an outline,” he says. “But once I got into the characters’ heads, they told me where they wanted to go. It was a strange feeling.”
For much of the recent season, it’s felt I’ve returned to living in the Pacific Northwest and its entirely different climate. Grey and drizzly, damp and chilly – I could be in Seattle. The dislocation of unfamiliar weather brought up similar responses in my landscape. Blooming dandelions in the lawn, yellow pops of color on the forsythia, and parsley in a pot on the patio was happily green and growing until this week.

“Global weirding” is a phrase used frequently by climate scientist Katharine Hayhoe. She uses it to describe all the changes we notice and the extreme weather upending lives around the world. In her recent book, Saving Us: A Climate Scientist’s Case for Global Weirding, she lays out her case for not giving up on lowering global emissions because we still have time and its entirely different climate.

During a walk in the woods, frozen soil crunched under my boots. Soil saturated with rain and then frozen overnight from a 30-degree drop in temperature covered the bare areas of the path with icy crystals of dirt. The day after, it was soggy and muddy. Noticing just the simple interactions that surround us, there’s a lot of global weirding on display.

Do we need resolutions this year? Personally, I’m feeling like the ongoing grind of the pandemic and urgency over the climate crisis overwhelm any single efforts at self-improvement or goals to grow more flavorful tomatoes. It’s time to think bigger and more selflessly. What can I do? What can you do? Now, tomorrow, the day after that? Gardeners gotta garden, so let’s start there.

This year garden with a simple mantra and be kind to your landscape. Kindness in the garden means thinking about what the garden needs and how it will thrive as an ecosystem. It doesn’t mean sacrificing your favorite ornamental plants or getting rid of your lawn (but it could if you’re ready).

For example, if your landscape includes a lot of ornamental plantings and lawn, it doesn’t have much to offer a butterfly or a bird. Ornamental plants are there for show, not function. Even if they are well-adapted to our growing conditions, they are out of their native habitat and don’t benefit flora and fauna here in the Hudson Valley.

Some examples of common ornamental plantings include forsythia, boxwood, most lilies, most hydrangea, hybrid species in general, and most of the annuals that proliferate at garden centers in spring. We fall back on quick pops of color and hope for reliability when the deer don’t eat something. All of that is interesting and completely fine when in combination with other plants and shrubs that contribute more than beauty.

Consider dedicating an area of the landscape to native plants that are both food sources and habitat for insects that pollinate plants. This includes bees, butterflies, moths and beetles, among others. They show up pretty quickly when there’s something for them and I love nothing better than a flower that attracts an interesting variety of visitors. What to plant depends on sun, soil and water. Organic approaches are a major part of being kind. Synthetic chemical fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides have far-reaching effects when misapplied and used instead of building soil health and alternative methods of insect and weed control. Chemical fertilizer use is higher in residential lawns than in agriculture, contributing to water pollution and harmful algae blooms.

Younger people won’t even remember what a car windshield looked like after a road trip, covered in smashed bugs. Insect populations have declined sharply worldwide by all counts due to pesticide use and development. Instead of poisonous weed killers, try techniques like smothering, cutting and planting densely.

If you’re not sure if your impulse to buy a certain plant or pursue a direction in the landscape improves upon the landscape in an ecological way, check out local resources like the Pollinator Pathway group and the Cornell Cooperative Extension. Classes offered by local libraries, nonprofit groups and other gardeners can reveal other possibilities. I prioritize information from sources that are based on scientific research. For an online search, this means sites that end with .org or .edu.

Let kindness grow in 2022.
Climate Plans Coming into Focus

State asks public for input

By Brian PJ Cronin

In 2019, New York State passed what it hailed as America’s most ambitious state climate law: the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act. Among other goals, it requires the state to get 70 percent of its power from renewable sources by 2030, reach zero-emissions electricity by 2040, and net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

What the law didn’t make quite clear was how the state planned to accomplish those lofty goals. Over the past week, it has filled in some details.

At the end of December, the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) released a draft of a scoping plan by the NY Climate Action Council, as well as an updated greenhouse gas emissions inventory and a report that examines how climate change disproportionately impacts disadvantaged communities.

More recently, on Wednesday (Jan. 5), Gov. Kathy Hochul laid out in her State of the State address plans to make New York “the renewable energy capital of the nation.”

Hochul’s proposal includes investing at least $1 billion to support electric vehicle infrastructure, envisioning fast-charging stations deployed along highway corridors. The chargers will be needed, since the state plans on having the state’s vehicle fleet and all school buses electrified by 2035. The governor also recently enacted legislation that requires all new passenger vehicles sold after 2034 in New York to be zero-emissions.

The greenhouse gas emissions report calculated that 28 percent of the state’s emissions are coming from transportation, and that total emissions have fallen 17 percent since 2005. The state’s abundant forests and wetlands are naturally removing about 8 percent of greenhouse gas emissions through carbon sequestration.

Although the state has completed a greenhouse gas inventory every year for decades, this marks the first time that it was done within the framework of the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act, said Maureen Leddy, director of the DEC’s Office of Climate Change. Unlike in the past, it took into account “upstream” emissions, or those emissions made out of state in order to bring energy into New York.

“This is about more than just what we burn in the state,” Leddy explained. “It’s the entire process of extracting, transporting and delivering that fuel to New York. That’s a cumulative impact that we need to be accounting for.”

Once the upstream emissions were included, the scoping plan demands for increased in-state renewable energy and fewer plants powered by imported natural gas became clear. By losing the combustion emissions from fossil fuels and the associated upstream emissions from those fuels, “you get a big decline,” Leddy said.

Another target is methane, the second most abundant greenhouse gas after carbon dioxide. Methane traps 25 times the amount of heat that carbon dioxide does, but fades in the atmosphere after nine years, while carbon dioxide can stick around for centuries. “We’ll see a lot quicker reaction by reducing methane,” said Leddy.

The natural gas industry is a significant source of methane, but so are landfills, where decaying trash can emit methane.

How To Comment

To read the scoping plan, see climate.ny.gov. To comment, visit bit.ly/scoping-comment or write: Draft Scoping Plan Comments, NYSERDA, 17 Columbia Circle, Albany, NY 12203-6399. All comments will be posted to the New York State Climate Act website.

Two Beacon Projects on Agenda

Planning Board to review development plans

By Jeff Simms

The Beacon Planning Board will hold a public hearing on Tuesday (Jan. 11) to hear feedback on a development proposed for 364 Main St. and continue its review of plans to convert the former Reformed Church on Route 9D into a performance space.

The board held hearings in November and December to review any environmental impact of the 364 Main St. proposal. It could sign off on those this month while holding public hearings on the project’s subdivision and site plans.

According to materials submitted to the board, the developer proposes to “further activate the Main Street frontage” of the former Citizens Bank site with benches and green space. In all, the development, if approved, would be 35,000 square feet, with 8,800 square feet of commercial space on the first floor and 20 apartments on the second and third floors. A 1,600-square-foot common residential area is also planned for the first floor.

The original proposal had included four floors but was scaled back in August to three, eliminating the need, under local law, for the City Council to issue a special-use permit.

The board on Tuesday will also continue its review of plans to renovate the former Reformed Church of Beacon into a 500-person event space with restaurant and bar and replace the adjacent parsonage with a 30-room hotel. The overgrown cemetery behind the church would be restored and opened as a public park with a path connecting Beekman Street and 9D.

Because the church is included in the city’s historic district, the developer will need a special-use permit from the Planning Board.

The Prophecy Theater group, which purchased the 162-year-old building last year, has proposed 31 parking spaces for the site, saying it would rely on public parking nearby, including at the Metro-North station, for overflow.

The city’s zoning code does not allow for event venues in the area but does allow for hotels and “hotel-related” accessory uses. However, the board and its planning consultant, John Clarke, have said the submitted plans suggest the hotel would be an accessory to the event space, not the other way around.
William “Bill” Hicks

Bill Hicks, Pioneering Fundraiser and Longtime Garrison Resident, Dies at 85

William “Bill” Hicks, the first development director of Joseph Papp’s New York Public Theatre and an innovative fundraiser who tapped the gay community for friendly political candidates, died on December 16 at his home in Pittsboro, NC. His husband, William “Bill” Sadler, was at his side. Bill, 85, a longtime resident of Garrison and New York City, had suffered from COPD and related heart disease.

After receiving a full scholarship in 1954, Bill Hicks enrolled in Princeton University (class of 1958), where he was active in the Triangle Club. From Princeton he embarked on an acting career. He was accepted at Stella Adler Studio in Manhattan and later joined Las Vegas and road productions of Gypsy (“I played the rear end of the cow,” he loved to recount), The Boy Friend, Take Her, She’s Mine and The World of Suzie Wong.

Realizing that he “would always play Laertes, never Hamlet,” Bill moved to a front-of-house job at Joseph Papp’s New York Shakespeare Festival, where he headed the box office in Central Park. From there he became the first development director of the Festival and of Papp’s Public Theatre. During the theater company’s heady days in the 1960s and 1970s, he helped develop the legendary fundraising parties that would help to underwrite such hits as Hair, A Chorus Line and That Championship Season and draw young stars in the making, such as Glenn Close, Colleen Dewhurst, Morgan Freeman, James Earl Jones, Raul Julia, Kevin Kline, Al Pacino, George C. Scott, Meryl Streep, and Sam Waterston.

From the theater, Bill took his fundraising skills to local and statewide politics. He conceived and spearheaded the first large gay fundraiser in New York for his friend Gerry Studd, the Massachusetts congressman, which opened eyes for many that the gay community could be a major source of funds for compatible candidates. He also raised money pro-bono for Lambda Legal Defense in its early days.

In 1968 Bill met his lifelong partner and later husband, Bill Sadler, a Wall Streeter, while on a trip to Puerto Rico. They were together 53 years and known by many simply as “The Bills.”

The Bills bought a weekend home in Garrison in 1995, which eventually became their primary residence. Bill found new causes to aid. He and Bill Sadler helped start an endowment for supporting gymnastics at The U.S. Military Academy at West Point that today totals millions. He was also an active board member and president of the Putnam History Museum in Cold Spring.

Bill will be remembered by his many friends for his droll wit and devilish humor, his mischievous smile and laughter at his own foibles, his ribald stories about himself, his love of books and travel and anything that stimulated his curiosity, and his near encyclopedic memory of film and theater. He was known to regale listeners with his tales of encounters with notable women, including Queen Elizabeth, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Marlene Dietrich and Elizabeth Taylor.

Of Finnish descent on his mother’s side and proud of his heritage, blond-haired Bill delighted friends with the singing of Finnish drinking songs. He relished being the Methodist boy who grew up in Hewlett, a heavily Jewish community on the South Shore of Long Island, and his election as president of a local synagogue’s “Sons of Israel.”

In addition to his husband, Bill is survived by his brother, Richard (Miriam Solomon), of Tucson, nieces Karen Dennis and Janice Marsh, both of Phoenixville, PA, and Kristen Park of Simsbury, CT, and a dear friend, David Rhodes of New York City and London, whom Bill regarded as almost a godson. He was predeceased by his parents, Spencer and Elsie Leidi Hicks.

A memorial service will be held when Covid allows.

Killing (from Page 1)

In a statement on Dec. 30, five days after the killing, it asked that anyone with information contact the department and said that “at this time, it appears to be an isolated incident, and there is no danger to the residents of Beacon.”

On Wednesday (Jan. 5), the department denied a Freedom of Information Law request for the police report on the incident from The Current 29 minutes after it was submitted.

If the death is found to be a homicide, it would be Beacon’s first in five years. A 25-year-old man visiting the city was shot to death in 2016 at the Davies South Terrace apartment complex; no arrests were made.

In 2019, a man was stabbed to death in Beacon but a grand jury found that a suspect had acted in self-defense.

Selaine Garcia, who identified Vivo as an uncle, established a GoFundMe campaign online that raised $10,708 for funeral expenses.

Garcia wrote that Vivo “was beloved in the Beacon community. He was a quiet, gentle man. My family and I loved him dearly. We are devastated at the thought of how he may have spent his final moments.”

Property records showed that Vivo lived at the Forrestal Heights apartment complex. He is survived by his sisters, Iris Colon, Ginette Velez and Yolanda Colon. A wake is scheduled for Sunday (Jan. 9) at Libby Funeral Home.

Vivo grew up in the violent, high-crime Bronx neighborhood known as “Fort Apache,” and moved to the Highlands after serving in the U.S. Marines, said David Eberle, a friend who connected with Vivo because both men had served in the military.

To most, Vivo was known for walking around Beacon alone, often wearing near head-to-toe camouflage, but “I knew him quite a bit better than that,” Eberle said. “He was a very quiet man who had not had an easy life.”

Eberle said that Vivo suffered post-traumatic stress disorder after his time in the Marines, and for that reason was mostly a loner. “I think a lot of that had to do with keeping problems inside. When I got to know him, he was a kind and caring person,” he said.

Eberle said that Vivo helped him from time to time with handyman projects around the house. Vivo had spent the night at his home about a month before he was killed.

Vivo also helped out at BJ’s Restaurant on Main Street by sweeping the sidewalks, cleaning, sorting recyclables and stocking soda shelves. Showing up before daylight, he would occasionally make runs to Key Food if a delivery was delayed.

“All that’s missing right now is Scout,” said Brenda Sims, who co-owns the restaurant with her mother, early Wednesday morning while prepping the kitchen. “He would be up front right now doing his routine.”

Sims served as a master sergeant in the U.S. Army before retiring in 2004, and shared the military bond with Vivo, as well. “He was still a soldier out here on the street,” she explained, noting that Vivo continued to train by himself “in the mountains.”

She agreed that Vivo walked as much as he did because he found it therapeutic. “That was his release. Some people go for a long run to clear their head; his was going out for a walk,” Sims said. “Sometimes I would pay for him to take an Uber, but more often than not, he wanted to walk.”

Sims shared notes Vivo had left for her after stockpicking or rearranging shelves at the restaurant. Signed “end transmission” or “signed off,” the notes were timed and dated, detailed reminders of products that needed to be ordered.

Sims said that she fed Vivo a Christmas meal on the day of his death. That morning, she recalled, he’d hugged everyone working at the restaurant.

“He was an asset,” she said. “He did everything to help this place operate on a daily basis.”

Eberle said on Tuesday, 10 days after Vivo’s death, that he was reminded of the chorus of James Taylor’s “Fire and Rain”:

“arising, she recalled, he’d hugged everyone working at the restaurant.

“He was an asset,” she said. “He did everything to help this place operate on a daily basis.”

Eberle said on Tuesday, 10 days after Vivo’s death, that he was reminded of the chorus of James Taylor’s “Fire and Rain”:

“I’ve seen fire and I’ve seen rain
I’ve seen sunny days that I thought would never end
I’ve seen lonely times when I could not find a friend
But I always thought that I’d see you again

“You don’t always [see them again] and you wish you’d had the chance to say some other things,” he said.

Recent Deaths

Beacon
Lisa Altomare, 63
Angelo Antongiorgi, 72
Ann Bellissimo, 95
Amy Blacharski, 52
Pat Mallach Cassidy, 59
Catalino Claudio, 79
Joseph Condon Jr., 67
Ismael Diaz, 72
Bill Decker, 89
Nancy Eracs, 84
Martha Jolly, 66

Greta Kapusinsky, 72
Reginald Norton, 67
Rose Robinson, 100
Ruth Schiller, 98
Kenneth Tomlins, 66
Michael Torban, 70
Rene Vivo, 65

Philipstown
Anne Endler, 67
Bill Hicks, 85
Kathy Reydel, 78

For obituaries, see highlandscurrent.org/obits.
**Puzzles**

**CrossCurrent**

**ACROSS**
1. Biting remark
5. Spheres
9. Victory
12. Skin care brand
13. Joel or Ethan of Hollywood
14. Parisian pal
15. Hourly pay
16. Batman’s hood
17. Beer container
18. Rebuff
19. Acting coach Hagen
20. Crazy
21. Actor Brynner
23. Old Olds
25. Mourn
28. Hit song by the Oak Ridge Boys
32. Grown-up
33. Snake poison
34. Autobiography
36. Herbal tea
37. Geese formation
38. Computer key
39. Lose color
42. TiVo precursor
44. Idle or Clapton
48. Khan title
49. Close
50. Handle
51. Dict. info
52. Adriatic port
53. Author Hunter

**DOWN**
1. Fiddle sticks
2. Arkin of Argo
3. Prego rival
4. 1957 Everly Brothers song
5. Supernatural
6. Cheer (for)
7. Caveat word
8. NBC sketch show
9. Texas city
10. Apple computer
11. Boy, in Barcelona
20. Features of romantic comedies
22. Loosen
24. Graceland idol
25. Felon’s flight
26. Citric beverage
27. Silent
29. Pig-poke link
30. Director Howard
31. Soul, to Sartre
32. Grown-up
33. Snake poison
34. Autobiography
35. Disclose
36. “Fab!”
37. Geese formation
38. Computer key
39. Lose color
40. Mourn
41. Hourly pay
42. TiVo precursor
43. Prego rival
44. Idle or Clapton
45. Close
46. Actor Brynner
47. Acting coach Hagen
48. Khan title
49. Lose color
50. Handle
51. Dict. info
52. Adriatic port
53. Author Hunter

**SudoCurrent**

**7 Little Words**

Find the 7 words to match the 7 clues. The numbers in parentheses represent the number of letters in each solution. Each letter combination can be used only once, but all letter combinations will be necessary to complete the puzzle.

**CLUES**

1. more effervescent (8)
2. small fan-leaved trees (9)
3. put in order of importance (11)
4. enters a telephone number (5)
5. in an overeager way (11)
6. having a stale smell (5)
7. medicos (4)

**Solutions**

BUB ALS TOS IER OR MET ENT CS IMP STY ATI FU ZED PRI PAL ITI DO BL LY DI

© 2021 Blue Ox Family Games, Inc., Dist. by Andrews McMeel

**Answers for Dec. 31 Puzzles**

Answers will be published next week. See highlandscurrent.org/puzzle for interactive sudoku.
BOYS’ BASKETBALL

Beacon came within one bucket of picking up its sixth win on Wednesday (Jan. 5) but couldn’t get a shot to fall in the final seconds as Cornwall Central earned a 54–53 victory on its home court.

Beacon got off to a strong start, leading 15-5 after one quarter, 24-16 at halftime and 42-35 at the end of three.

But a 19-11 Cornwall run in crunch time clinched the game. The Dragons tied it up at 51–51 on a three-pointer with a minute to play, then went up by three with 30 seconds left on a layup and free throw.

Beacon scored with 20 seconds remaining to pull within one, 54-53, and got a steal from Darien Gillins with 15 seconds left but couldn’t get a pair of layups or a three-pointer at the buzzer to fall.

“The kids fought hard until the last second,” said Assistant Coach Patrick Schetter. “But Cornwall made one more shot than we did. The energy and the fight was there, but we just didn’t hit the shots at the end.”

Gillins led the Bulldogs with 16 points, while Jason Komisar and Gavin LaDue each had seven.

“Darien played well,” Schetter said. “Our offense went through him tonight. And we played great team defense. That’s been lacking sometimes. Chase Green and Adrian Beato played great defense, and LaDue was also outstanding. Jack Antalek and Leo Gecaj gave us great minutes off the bench.”

Beacon defeated John Jay East Fishkill on Dec. 30, 82-53, in the final game of a tournament at Ketcham High School; Gillins scored 22, Wilson Ciccone had 13 and Komisar, 12. The Bulldogs (5-4) were scheduled to host Goshen today (Jan. 7) at 6:30 p.m. as part of the Terrence Wright Memorial games.

Against Cornwall, the Bulldogs were led by Reilly Landisi, who scored 22 points. Devyn Kelly had six and Daveya Rodriguez had four.

“We were missing a few players, but we played hard and with energy against a more senior-laden team,” said Coach Christina Dahl. “Our defense kept us in the game until the end, but we struggled offensively. We’ll watch film and look forward to correcting our mistakes and getting the chance to play Cornwall again in a few weeks at their place.”

The Bulldogs are scheduled to host Spackenkill at 4:15 p.m. today (Jan. 7) as part of the Terrence Wright Memorial games.

Haldane improved to 6-1 on Thursday (Jan. 6) by defeating Croton, 73-39; every Blue Devils player scored. The team is scheduled to host North Salem today at 6:30 p.m. as part of the Terrence Wright Memorial games.

Haldane native Leandra Echi, who scored more than 1,000 points during her career at Beacon High School, is playing this year for Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas, as a redshirt senior after transferring from Indiana State. She is averaging 5 points and three rebounds per game for the Kats (5-6), Western Athletic Conference games stream on ESPN+.

Elijah Hughes of Beacon has been playing for both the Utah Jazz and its G League franchise, the Salt Lake City Stars, this season. He scored 22 points for the Stars in a win over Cleveland on Dec. 22 and, after being recalled to the Jazz, had a late basket against Minnesota on Dec. 31.

Beacon High School inducted the 2021 class into its Sports Hall of Fame with a ceremony on Dec. 3 at St. Rocco’s Society. The honorees were Coach Jose Rodriguez for the 1997 and 2004 boys’ track and field teams; Emily Eraca (2013) for golf; John Humeston (1970) for wrestling; Sara Sheehan (2010) for soccer; and Northern Morgan (1961) for cross-country.

“After canceling our 2020 ceremony, it was extremely rewarding getting back together in person,” said athletic director John Giametta. The Hall of Fame was established in 1996 and is named for Eric Romanino, who worked for the district for 34 years.